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Author Don Lee Addresses The Young Asian
American Experience
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This article is more than 10 years old.

If you're Asian-American, have you suffered stupid questions like: What's a good place to

Author Don Lee at Here & Now studios at WBUR in Boston. (Jesse Costa/Here & Now)
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eat in Chinatown? Do you know Kung Fu? Do you eat dog meat? The perceptions,

stereotypes and realities of three Asian-Americans play out in Don LeeDon LeeDon Lee's new novel, "The

Collective." Here & Now's Robin Young sat down with Lee, part of the conversation is

transcribed below, followed by an excerpt from the bookexcerpt from the bookexcerpt from the book.

• Harvard Book Store: Don Lee Reading Tuesday, July 24

In your book, Eric, Joshua and Jessica all meet at a small liberal arts college in

Minnesota. Eric, an aspiring author, Jessica, an artist, Joshua, a writer. All three of

your characters are considered Asian American by others looking at them, but in

fact they are very different.

Yeah, it's a strange and really broad rubric, especially these days when you include

South Asians, Indians, and Pakistanis as well. It's an odd category, and I think that

it is one that's probably too broad.

WBUR is a nonprofit news organization. Our coverage relies on your financial support.

If you value articles like the one you're reading right now, give todaygive todaygive today.

Eric is third generation Korean American. He grew up in Mission Viejo and thinks

of himself as American. Joshua was abandoned at a Korean orphanage and

adopted by Massachusetts intellectuals. Jessica is a second generation Taiwanese

who wants to be an artist. There are similarities in the way the world sees them

but many differences in who they are.

I think that its something that most people who aren't Asian American don't really

recognize in terms of generational differences. I'm third generation Korean

American and mostly from California, although my father was in the state

department, so I bounced around a lot oversees as a kid. But really didn't think

about my ethnicity until I moved to Boston back in 1984 to attend graduate school

at Emerson College. It was only here that my questions about identity really arose,

because here it seemed there was a kind of segregation in terms of race. People did
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actually say things to me. I had these encounters that were shocking to me.

Like what?

Just walking through a crowd of people, there were a bunch of guys and one of

them said to me, directly to my face he said, "Did you know it's National Hate

Chinese Week?" Things like that happen, and coming from California, where you

have so many Asian Americans, you know, I never expected that.

So that goes to some of the racism that the characters see and feel. But what about

who gets to write about race? When they're in this school in Minnesota, Joshua

excoriates a young white woman because she wrote a story based in China. "You

can't write about the Asian experience unless you are Asian," he says. What are you

saying about who gets to write the story?

I think issue of cultural appropriation, in terms of writing, is very interesting. It's

one that's heatedly debated. Here, I'm more interested in what's happening within

Asian American writers and artists. And I think when we're going through this

transitional period, and we're all asking ourselves several questions. You know, if

you're an Asian American writer, do you always have to have race as your

subject? Do you have to have all your characters Asian American? If you don't, is

that race betrayal? I mean, if you keep on doing that, are you limiting yourself, are

you ghettoizing yourself and your audience, or even perpetuating stereotypes? And

so these are, you know, the arguments that they have within the collective here.

You're right in the middle of that debate because you're writing a book that's filled

with Asian American characters. Is that what you think you should do?

From a personal point of view, I think that we should be able to do anything that

we want to. And, actually, I think that that carries through as well to white writers.

If they want to write from a different race's point of view, that's fine with me too.

And I've written stories about a chair maker, a sculptor. I'm not a chair maker or

sculptor, but I believe if I do enough research and am true to those characters,

then I have a right to do that. But there are many people who would adamantly

disagree with that.
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Author Don Lee, shown in a 2008 file photo, said his latest novel,
"The Collective," is his most personal. Lee, the director of the
MFA program at Temple University in Philadelphia, taught at
Macalester College in 2007 and 2008. MPR Photo/Euan Kerr

The Korean-American novelist Don Lee's latest book "The
Collective" uses Macalester College in St. Paul as a
launching point for a tale about the Asian-American
experience. Lee said of his four books so far, "The
Collective" is his most personal.

"The Collective" begins with the suicide of Joshua Yoon, a
young writer on the verge of making it big. The news
leaves his once-close group of college friends reeling.

"We had loved Joshua," Lee writes. "But we'd gradually
grown tired of him, and of one another. The fact is if
pressed we would each have to confess that we all saw it
coming, and we did nothing to prevent it."

The passage was written from the point of view of the
members of the 3AC, the Asian-American Artists
Collective, as a group of friends who meet at Macalester in
the 1980s came to call themselves. It's a volatile group:
Joshua, the unof!cial leader, delights in criticizing
everything and anyone. Lee said he has met leaders of
Joshua's type all too often in real life, their dynamism

based more on insecurity than con!dence.

"And they are often a little bit delusional," Lee said, "and
sometimes congenital liars, all of which makes them kind
fascinating characters for a book. And so that'd certainly
what Joshua ended up to be."

Other 3AC members include Jessica Tsai, a talented
painter resisting her parents' desire that she become a
doctor; and Eric Cho, the narrator. He also dreams of being
a writer but struggles and doubts his own talent,
particularly as he watches Joshua produce story after story
apparently without breaking a sweat.

MMPPRR  NNeewwss  iiss  RReeaaddeerr  FFuunnddeedd
Before you keep reading, take a moment to donate to MPR
News. Your financial support ensures that factual and trusted
news and context remain accessible to all.

Donate Today

Lee, the director of the MFA program at Temple University
in Philadelphia, said that as with his other books, "The
Collective" began with an underlying area he wanted to
explore: "The idea of friendships and the way they form
and wane."

He described the novel as a love letter to friendships. It's
also a love letter to the school where he taught writing
from 2007 to 2008.

"Macalester is just a fantastic school," Lee said. "And I
always felt, even thought I left, that it was a class
organization, and I really enjoyed my students there. And
so, yes, that is part of the love letter."

But there is much more to "The Collective."
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Like any group of young people thrown together in the
college pressure cooker, the members of the 3AC share
life-changing experiences, laugh, cry, fall in and out of
love, and most of all, they argue.

Lee said "The Collective" allowed him to explore dif!cult
issues facing Asian-Americans, and artists in particular.

"If you are an Asian-American writer," he said, "do you
always have to write about race? Do you always have to
make your characters Asian-American? If you don't, is it a
form of race betrayal? If you do, are you ghettoizing
yourself or perpetuating stereotypes?"

Lee had his characters wrestle with the issues, !rst in the
classroom, as they argue with other students dealing with
similar questions about their own identities. Then a racial
slur scrawled on a chalkboard ignites a campus-wide
debate and results in some real-world consequences.

After graduation the friends end up in Boston, where they
expand the collective and begin developing their art. But
they also get embroiled in larger controversies and keep
!ghting among themselves about what it all means.

Lee said that the story in "The Collective" was not
autobiographical, but he experienced the realities of being
an Asian-American artist when he lived in Boston after he
graduated from college.

"A lot of times I would go to literary events and receptions
and readings," he said, "and I would !nd that I was the
only non-white person in the room."

Many of the situations described in the novel were based
on real things that happened to people Lee knows. He did
a lot of research in Boston and Minnesota.

Reviewers have praised "The Collective" for its insight and
pathos, and for being genuinely funny. A great deal of the
humor arises from Lee's descriptions of intimate details of
student life in St. Paul, such as when a certain bell rings, it
means a student has lost his or her campus virginity.

"These are things that you don't really know about as a
teacher," he said, laughing. "You know only as a student.
There were things I found out during my research that
really surprised me."

Lee said he was particularly pleased when he received an
e-mail from a Mac student who said he had nailed it.

• Follow Euan Kerr on Twitter: http://www.twitter.com
/euankerr

GGaalllleerryy

Author Don Lee, shown in a 2008 !le photo, said his latest novel, "The
Collective," is his most personal. Lee, the director of the MFA program
at Temple University in Philadelphia, taught at Macalester College in
2007 and 2008. MPR Photo/Euan Kerr
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An Interview with Don Lee

Don Lee is definitely a good news-bad news sort of guy, albeit all in the same breath.

Good news: he's not going to Texas this summer, because his fourth and latest book, The
Collective, is published this month and he's going on a book tour so he can meet his waiting
readers across the country. Bad news: he's not going to Texas this summer -- specifically to
Marfa, one of his favorite places to write -- because he's going on a book tour so he can meet
his waiting readers across the country.

Good news: as soon as he gets back, he's planning to start another novel. Worst bad news: as
soon as he gets back, he has to get working on another novel and start the whole cycle of worry
all over again.

In spite of all that neurotic handwringing, Lee has figured out how to deliver with every book.
Lee the writer arrived pretty much fully formed in 2001with his quirky debut story collection,
Yellow, which was populated by the inhabitants of fictional Rosarito Bay, a northern California
seaside town not unlike Half Moon Bay. His memorable cast of characters was so real, I was
convinced I knew at least a few of them (I lived in that area for a few years). His many awards
-- that began with the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction from the American Academy of Arts
and Letters -- proved well-deserved; Lee's steadily garnered continuous kudos with the novels
that followed, Country of Origin (2004) about the disappearance of an African American hapa
woman in Japan, and Wrack and Ruin (2008) which returns to Lee's fictional Rosarito Bay of
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Yellow to the unexpected, wacky reunion of two very different brothers.

The Collective is, undoubtedly, his most personal novel, although don't let the overlaps with his
real life fool you -- Lee's an incorrigible storyteller. The title refers to the 3AC, the Asian
American Artists Collective, founded by three friends who meet at Macalaster College and
reunite after graduation in Boston. Eric Cho, who narrates the novel, is a Korean American
from southern California with hopes of becoming a published writer someday. Jessica Tsai is
an independent, feisty artist, the child of Taiwanese immigrant parents from upstate New York.
Joshua Yoon is a brilliant, angry Korean adoptee, raised as the privileged only child of two
liberal Harvard professors. No spoilers (this happens in the second paragraph): Joshua's
violent, shocking suicide opens Lee's third novel.

Burning first question: I have to start backward just to be contrary since I leaked the
beginning. So Joshua's first book, which gets glowing reviews, is called Upon the Shore
and it's set in Korea's Cheju Island. And, of course, his (chosen) last name is Yoon.
Immediately when I saw that title in your Collective, I thought of Once the Shore, the
much lauded debut title from Paul Yoon, which is set on an imaginary Korean island not

unlike Cheju. Then I noticed that Paul Yoon gets a nod in your acknowledgments so obviously you must
have a personal relationship with him. Upon the Shore, Once the Shore, Joshua Yoon, Paul Yoon? Any
correlation intended? You would not want to wish Joshua's career and life on Paul, would you?

I'm good friends with Paul Yoon, and it was all an inside joke, but now you've outed us, dammit! I first met Paul
in Boston. His girlfriend, the writer Laura van den Berg, was my student at Emerson, and then in 2008, the three
of us became close when we were all living near Harvard Square for the summer, within blocks of each other.
They've become two of my dearest friends. Paul is famously reclusive and private. For a while, Laura
maintained a hilarious fake Twitter account for him, @No1Hermit (he made her take it down eventually). So to
needle him, I initially used the title Upon the Shore in a short story of mine, referring to a cheesy fictitious film,
and then decided to use the title and his last name in The Collective for Joshua, and it grew from there. But no,
Paul is not at all like Joshua. He's a strangely upbeat person. I'm much more like Joshua than he is -- morose and
prone to depression and pessimistic by nature.

Now that you've 'fessed up to your resemblance to Joshua, I must ask the next obvious question: how
much of The Collective is real? I know writing in first person sometimes can bring up that sort of question,
and this is your first book in first person, right? Certainly the details of Macalaster College are authentic
as you were there for a year teaching, and you were also an editor at Ploughshares for years and years
before your Midwest gig. You don't necessarily have to reveal details -- although you're more than
welcome to if you want to! -- but maybe you might share a few general overlaps to real life?

Yup, first thing I've ever written in first person. That was the challenge I posed for myself with The Collective.
With each book, I try to do something very different, both technically and tonally, which is not, actually, a good
career move for a writer. It's easier on everyone -- booksellers, publishers, readers, agents, reviewers -- if your
books follow a somewhat familiar trajectory. It's confusing to people if you don't, I've learned.

There are quite a few autobiographical elements in the book -- a few of my romantic disasters and a lot of the
staging, like the old Ploughshares office in Watertown, which was the shithole I describe for Palaver -- but not
as many as you may think. I didn't hang out with many Asian Americans in Boston, because often I was the sole
non-white person in the room when I went to literary events. I was never in an artists' collective, though later on
I had friends in the Dark Room Collective [founded in 1988 in Boston by a group of established and emerging
African American poets]. I never got caught up in any of the racial controversies that are portrayed (I based the
rigmarole with Jessica and the Cambridge Arts Council on my friend Hans Evers's experience way back in 1994,
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but embellished it with a racial component). I'll say this, though: this is my most personal book yet. A lot of what
these characters feel, I have felt acutely at various points of my life. But most of the main actions or events in the
book are made up.

I loved Joshua's obsession with Haruki Murakami the runner... I'm still chuckling at the oddest moments
over the "Is that him?" reference. I myself am a running-Murakami groupie, that is, I've so enjoyed
running with a Murakami title stuck in my ears. So does this mean you're a runner, a Murakami groupie,
or both?

Both. I was a real Murakami junkie for a while, and The Wind-up Bird Chronicle remains one of my favorite
books. I used to run every day along the Charles River in Boston for something like fifteen years, but eventually
my knees gave out, so I started biking. Man, I miss running, the simplicity and accessibility and meditative
quality of it.

The only time I caught sight of Murakami was at MIT, where he was giving a reading. There were no seats left,
and the guards started herding the people who were standing, including me, out of the auditorium, so I never got
to see him read, but I veered down a hallway and passed right by him as he waited to enter.

We published a story of his in Ploughshares, but I only dealt with his agent in New York, his assistant in Tokyo,
and his translator, Jay Rubin, at Harvard. But the assistant asked for five extra copies of the issue to be shipped
to Minami Aoyama, and it made me happy to imagine Murakami thumbing through them.

I've sort of skirted around the main question: how did The Collective come about?

The book arose from a false start. The original novel I'd planned was going to be called Every Now and Then,
and it was going to be in first person, narrated by a suicidal, drug-addicted, female Korean American poet
amputee in a wheelchair who's stalking her Cambridge neighbor. I told this recently to the sales director at
Norton, and I could see his face fall in abject horror with the mere idea that he might have been asked to try to
sell a book like that. But obviously I ended up dumping that particular novel, an agonizing decision for me at the
time, since I was pretty far into it. I just wasn't feeling it, though. I had been fighting it all the way. I knew I had
a structurally sound idea for a book, but I finally decided it wasn't a novel I wanted to write.

So I started from scratch again. The only thing that survived from Every Now and Then was the poet's suicide
attempt, which became the opening of The Collective, in which Joshua successfully kills himself in the same
manner. (Four writers I knew, not close friends but acquaintances, killed themselves within a year and a half, and
obviously that had an effect on me.) But what impelled me this time around was the thought of friendships, how
they form and wane, the memory of all these great friends -- all writers and artists -- I'd had in my twenties and
thirties in Cambridge. I missed those friends, I missed Cambridge, and I wanted to write a love letter to that
period of my life, to all the starving artists I'd known.

So whose "side" are you on? Militant Joshua who won't let you ignore race in the creation of art, or
Esther who believes ethnicity shouldn't be the determining factor of artistic expression?

I side more with Esther, although you wouldn't think so reading this novel. But you know, I go back and forth on
the issue of focusing on race as a subject, as you can see from my books. Sometimes I address it full on,
sometimes hardly at all. In a way, Wrack and Ruin might have been a reaction to some of the questions I was
asked when promoting Country of Origin. To wit: one interviewer asked me why I thought Koreans as an
immigrant group seemed to do better economically in the U.S. than other groups. That was bizarre to me. I
mean, Country of Origin wasn't even set in the U.S.; it takes place in Tokyo in 1980. How, then, did I become a
socioeconomist specializing in U.S. immigration? I felt very uncomfortable being put in that position, being
asked to speak as an expert on all things Asian American.
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The Collective became a debate with myself about the issue, and the debate manifested itself through my
characters, who ask: Do Asian American artists always have to have race as their primary subject? Do they
always have to make their characters Asian American? Would it be race betrayal if they don't? Doesn't limiting
yourself to the issue of race ghettoize yourself, or even perpetuate stereotypes?

My answers: No. No. No. Maybe. And I'll also say that this will likely be the last time I address race so
explicitly in a book. I think I'm done with it.

What's different in The Collective, I think, is that the external incidents don't matter as much as how the
characters react to them. (That sounds facile. All fiction should do that.) But the book's less about racism and
more about how Asian Americans wrestle with internal obligations about race.

You've written short stories, a mystery, a comedy, and now a bildungsroman, more or less. What's next?

My next challenge to myself is to write a short novel (a friend of mine used to refer to her project at the time as
SBN, Short Bad Novel, and I referred to my project then, my first novel, as TFN, The Fucking Novel). I think
there's a real art to writing something that length, say less than 200 pages, and I don't know if I'm capable of it.
All my novels thus far have been over 300 pages. I'm not sure what it'll be about yet, other than that it'll have a
hapa alt-folk-country singer-songwriter. It might also be about sustainable building and food and fracking. Or
not, since those subjects might push the book over 200 pages.

You started your literary career with short stories... not to play favorites at all, but I confess that Yellow
sets my heart aflutter. Think you might be writing another collection anytime soon?

I've written just four stories since Yellow, which came out eleven years ago, so another collection won't be in the
offing for quite a while. To tell you the truth, I just don't think in short stories anymore. People always used to
say that my stories were novelistic. Often I tried to pack whole lifetimes in them. I've found that the novel is a
more natural medium for me, with that sort of inclination, allowing a larger scope.

Frankly, writing novels is also more practical for me right now, since these days most of my writing time is
limited to summers. I generally take two years or so to write a novel: six months figuring out the story and doing
research, a year for the first draft, then six more months doing revisions. After that, there are up to six more
months of revision with my editor at Norton, Alane Mason. A story usually takes me at least three months to
write, but then I have to start all over again and come up with another story idea, whereas I can immerse myself
in a novel for the duration. I really hate starting anew.

Do you have a different writing process for different genres?

Not so much a different process as a different mindset. A story is very finite. You can see the ending, and you
can write a first draft relatively quickly toward that ending. The pleasure then is in the revision. I remember for
the last story I wrote, I tinkered with a single line for four hours, and I thought, "What a luxury this is, a joy, to
indulge in language at this minute level." There's much less anxiety in writing a story. If it's not quite working,
you can set it aside for a while. There's no shame if you do.

Writing a novel, on the other hand, is rife with anxiety, from start to finish. At least for me. There's an enormous
amount at stake -- two, three, four, five years of your life. If you fail, it's absolutely devastating. When beginning
a novel, I worry that I might have characters and a situation, but not a semblance of a plot – something to propel
the thing. In the middle, I worry that I might have a plot, but it's too thin or ludicrous, and I don't have an ending
yet. Near the end, I worry that maybe the whole fucking thing was misconceived to begin with. I never stop
worrying, I never enjoy any part of writing a novel, until I'm in the last stages of revision, when a few tweaks
seem to bring everything together ("seem" is the operative word there). I doubt myself every step of the way, and
I have to push myself to somehow continue without getting completely mired in paralysis and self-loathing. You
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have to have faith that it'll all work out in the end, but it's a constant mindfuck.

Well... so now we know what you're like as a person: "morose and prone to depression and pessimistic by
nature." You've just confessed you're a paralyzed, self-loathing writer. Now that we got all that out of the
day, dare I ask... so what are you like as a teacher? What might your best students say? What might your
worst students add?

I think the students who like me would say that what I do well is create a very laid-back, non-combative
atmosphere in workshops. The students who don't like me would probably cite the very same reason.

In Temple's MFA program, where I've been for three years now, what I really love is what they call "Manuscript
Tutorial." You work with a second-year student in one-on-one meetings all semester, which allows us to do two
things you usually can't do in MFA programs: focus intensely on revisions of stories, and work on novels.

As a professor, I think I'm best teaching students how to become better line editors of their own manuscripts,
which is a skill I picked up at Ploughshares.

Do you miss that high-power editing -- the nineteen years at Ploughshares? I assume it was nothing like
Eric's experience at Palaver!

DeWitt Henry, the founding editor of Ploughshares, was nothing like Palaver's Evan Paviromo, that's for sure,
but when I started as the office manager and then the managing editor, I did everything that Eric does in the book
-- all the manual labor that's involved in what's called, ironically and hilariously, fulfillment. Eventually we had
enough money to farm that shit out. What I miss most about the job is being a jack-of-all-trades. Even though we
quadrupled the budget while I was there, we remained a shoestring operation. So I had to figure out ways to
streamline things. I programmed databases and did all the typesetting and the bookkeeping and the spreadsheets
and created these elaborate systems so we could save time and not have to spend money on outsourcing. I was
constantly learning things there. There'd be an inefficiency, and I'd have to devise a way to fix that inefficiency. It
appealed to the DIY geek side of me.

What I don't miss is the impression of being a high-powered editor. I'm the type of person who wants respect,
who wants to be very good at his job, but who doesn't care about power. That's not what drives me at all. I don't
give a damn about hierarchy or being prominent or the one who makes the decisions, being the so-called
gatekeeper. And in fact that's what I hated about editing Ploughshares (well, actually, what I really hated was
dealing with petty college administrators who treated us like shit, but that's another story), how many people
viewed me that way, and the enmity it generated.

When I went to the AWP conference, there were two ways people approached me. One was, "Oh, you're Don
Lee! I love Ploughshares! Can I send you a story sometime?" The other was, "Oh, you're Don Lee. You rejected
a story of mine last week" (as if I read every submission). The sycophancy was tolerable, yet it was a drag, all
those years, having thousands of people automatically assuming I was an asshole.

Just in case you were wondering, I've never sent you a story, and I never ever plan to! And I promise to
call you names only to your face; the good stuff I'll whisper behind your back. So Ploughshares for you --
been there, done that, moving on... now what's TINGE -- Temple University's online literary journal you
founded two years ago -- like?

The major difference for me is that I'm not the editor, just the advisor. It's edited by the graduate students in the
MFA program, and I lucked out having an incredibly capable young woman, Sonja Crafts, serve as the editor for
the first two years. She has exactly the right qualities to be a good editor -- namely, being obsessive about the
details, a perfectionist.
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My only responsibilities were the design of the website and the setup of the editorial staff. Well, maybe some
procedures as well (I teach a course on editing in conjunction with the journal). I worked with a designer in
North Carolina named Randy Skidmore, and although the process was arduous, I had a lot of fun getting back
into the nitty-gritty of website design and layout, of conceptualizing a brand-new journal.

You've had a rather peripatetic life -- Japan, Korea, California, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Michigan…
and now Philadelphia. Do you think you might settle for a while? I hear you're not exactly in love with
Philly (in spite of the amazing gelato there on Walnut Street). Do you think you'll stay? Maybe as long as
you can escape most summers?

I don't think it's so much Philly as this juncture in my life. At my age (fifty-two), it's hard to establish new
friendships, people you can do things and go to events with, talk to on a regular basis. Everyone's married, has
kids, busy. I'm single (look, I'm fucked up, all right?), so I'm alone much of the time, always feeling somewhat
unmoored and adrift. I'm realizing I'd feel this way in any city, and perhaps I should give Philly a chance. A lot
of people ardently love the place. But the thing is, I've found as I've gotten older that I like small towns, even
ones as small as Marfa, Texas, which has a population of 2,000. Of course, Marfa is an anomaly, an oasis for
artists in the high desert. It's very much like living on an island. I've spent the last two summers there, the first
through a Lannan Residency. Maybe the solution, as you suggest, is simply to go to Marfa every summer.

What are you most looking forward to on this latest upcoming book tour? What are you dreading most?

Oh, I am dreading everything. There's nothing I'm looking forward to. Even when things go well on tours (the
book's reviewed well, decent audiences show up for readings, there's press coverage, sales are respectable), it's
still awful for someone like me, a self-flagellating worrywart. But increasingly, with the way the book business
is going, the chances of things going well are slim. I have felt a doom and gloom about The Collective for
months now. This is exactly what I despise about writing books -- publishing them. I want them to come out, I
want people to read them and like them, but I can't begin to describe how much publication fucks with my head.
It's months of anticipation, and dread, and hope, and disappointment, and momentary pipe dreams, and despair,
and last chances to be saved, and humiliation. I just want it to be over with so I can move on. But then, alas, I'll
have to start another novel.

And thank god we all have that to look forward to!

Terry Hong writes BookDragon, a book review blog for the Smithsonian Asian Pacific American Program.

Need A Literary Agent?
Skip The Agent. Share Your New Age Book Now. Get A Free Guide Today!

www.BalboaPress.com
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Don Lee is the author of a collection of short
stories and three novels, the most recent of which
is The Collective. He's in town to read at the
Asian American Writers' Workshop this
Thursday evening.

For our readers who may not be familiar with
your work, what’s the most accurate thing
someone else has said about it?
Tim Rutten, a reporter from The Los Angeles
Times, when he was interviewing me about my
collection Yellow, said he was interested in my
stories because the characters resembled Asian
Americans he actually knew—everyday
people—an approach he rarely saw represented in contemporary fiction at the time. This isn’t to say
my characters are normal (whatever that means). Characters need flaws to fuel drama, after all. But
they’re far from stereotypical.

What have you read/watched/listened to/looked at/ate recently that will permanently change
our readers' lives for the better?
Here’s what immediately comes to mind: The novel Stoner by John Williams. The film After the
Wedding by Susanne Bier. The album Gentle Spirit by Jonathan Wilson. Korean fried chicken and Ines
Rosales Sweet Olive Oil Tortas.

Whose ghostwritten celebrity tell-all (or novel) would you sprint to the store to buy (along with
a copy of The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius so that the checkout clerk doesn’t look at you
screwy)?
I’d get books by Kelly Slater, Tiger Woods, and Roger Federer. I’m a surfing fan and all-around sports
nut.

Have you ever been a Starving Artist, and did it make you brilliant, or just hungry?
For four years after grad school, I taught an average of eight classes a year as an adjunct while
working part-time at the journal Ploughshares. I made less than $17,000 total a year and didn’t have
health benefits. I never went to a dentist during that time, and visited a clinic just once to get crutches
when I broke my foot running. Poverty wasn’t inspirational.

What would you characterize as an ideal interaction with a reader?
To be showered with unadulterated praise. To witness fainting and swooning in my presence. No,
actually, I think first and foremost a writer’s interaction with a reader needs to be based on what can
be transmitted from the printed page to the reader’s imagination—operable at a complete remove. If
that doesn’t connect, everything else is a moot point.

Have you ever written anything that you'd like to take back?
No, you have to take ownership over everything you’ve done. Could I have written things better or
di!erently? Sure, of course. There are certain endings to short stories, for example, I’d like to revise.
But I did the best I could at the time.

Tags: The L Magazine Questionnaire for Writer Types (TM), Don Lee, Yellow, Asian American
Writers
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Don Lee writes for Don Lee.

This may sound like quite the self-important statement to make, but Lee asserts

it as fact, not bravado.

After all, Lee points out, writing is by nature a very individualized practice.

But what drives the tale of his latest novel -- his third, after 2008’s Wrack and
Ruin (http://www.amazon.com/Wrack-Ruin-Novel-Don-Lee/dp/0393334759/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&

qid=1342115805&sr=1-1&keywords=wrack+and+ruin/hyphenmagazin-20), and his 2005 debut,

Country of Origin (http://www.amazon.com/Country-Origin-Novel-Don-Lee/dp/039332706X

/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342115827&sr=1-1&keywords=country+of+origin/hyphenmagazin-20) -- is

actually an homage to what happens when writers and creative minds come
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together, and to the friendships and rivalries that result.

The Collective (http://www.amazon.com/The-Collective-Novel-Don-Lee/dp/0393083217

/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1342115472&sr=8-1&keywords=the+collective+don+lee/hyphenmagazin-20), due

out July 16, follows three friends -- Joshua Yoon, Eric Cho and Jessica Tsai --

who find common ground in their desire to create and learn and grow as artists

of different mediums. The trio creates the 3AC (Asian American Artists

Collective) while attending Macalester College. Through the narrator Eric’s eyes,

they weave their way into the writing and artistic community in Boston, learning

much about identity and integrity along the way. There’s sex, manipulation and

abounding egos -- a recipe for any great story -- and, most poignantly, nuanced

depictions of race without hammering the point over the head.

We asked Lee, a third-generation Korean American, to speak a bit about his own

journey in writing, the implied responsibility of Asian American writers to bring

ethnicity into the equation, and the best music to listen to whilst whittling out a

novel (hint: alt-country music).

Do you think there’s an expectation for Asian American authors to
write about Asian Americans and the APA experience exclusively like
several of your novel’s characters initially question?

I do remember when I was in grad school, I got a lot of shit that I should write

about the “Asian American experience,” which I resented like hell. Let’s say a

writer is a third-generation German American. Does he or she get pressured to

write about Germany or the German American experience? Of course not. So to

rebel, I had white or non-race-specific characters in my stories in grad school.

But then I wondered if it was rebellion or Twinkieism. There was certainly a rich

well of emotions in my views on identity and racism, and eventually I addressed

them full-on in a novella called “Yellow,” which became the title story of my

collection. Yet the other stories, though they had Asian American characters,

didn’t address race much, which was remarked upon in reviews as if it were

something revolutionary.

Chang-rae Lee was the real revolutionary. For his third novel, Aloft, he had a

60-year-old white guy living on Long Island as his narrator. That took guts. I

think we’ll soon see other Asian American writers pulling away in droves from

having the APA experience as their subject. Quite a few writers like Ed Park,

Susan Choi, and Sabrina Murray already have. And I almost certainly will, too.
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You have such well-developed characters in “The Collective” -- most
especially Joshua, who seems to have so many different layers of
feelings and hurt that unravel through the course of the novel. Were
there any particular literary figures that you looked to for inspiration
in shaping his character? Or was it more a conglomerate of people
from real life?

More the latter. You know, in every group, there’s always a leader, someone

dynamic and larger than life. I was never one of those people. But I had several

close friends who were, and what I always learned was that they were often

delusional, and congenital liars, and their dynamism was driven not by

confidence but by extreme insecurity. All of which makes people like that

wonderful characters for a novel.

What came to you first when brainstorming and writing the book?
What was the development process like as you continued to write?

The opening with Joshua’s suicide came first. Those three pages are all that

remain from another novel, which was going to be very dark and nasty, about a

suicidal female poet. I just wasn’t feeling that book, though, and after about a

year I abandoned it. I say that as if it were a blasé decision, but really it threw me

into a deep pit of panic and desperation. I thought my career was over, that I’d

never write another book. But what got me going with The Collective was the

thought of friendships, how they form and dissolve. I remembered all these

wonderful friends -- mostly writers and artists -- I’d had in my twenties and

thirties in Cambridge, and I wanted to write a love letter to that period of my life,

to all the starving artists I’d known.

You include so many references to different kinds of artists and
creative thinkers in the novel -- what kind of restraints do you think
writing might have that other types of art do not?

I have to say, I’m jealous of the immediacy of other artists’ mediums. They can

have a gallery show or do a performance or present a film, and you can see or

hear or understand right away what they’ve been doing. It’s not the same giving a

reading. Let’s face it, readings are boring most of the time. And you can’t give

someone your book and get an instant response. Mostly what I’m jealous about,

though, is how finite and often collaborative the other arts are. Writing novels is
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about being in a room alone … for years.

What’s your own personal writing regimen like? Do you have a good
go-to cure for writer’s block?

I used to write in longhand -- that’s how old I am -- with a black Pilot Razor Point

and narrow-ruled yellow legal pads, but halfway through my third book, I started

writing on my laptop while listening to my iPod, and I haven’t looked back. When

I’m in full first-draft mode, I aim for two pages a day, on weekends and during

the summer.

I have a great trick for writer’s block. You get a kitchen timer and set it for 20

minutes. Once you press the start button, you cannot email, surf the Web, answer

a call, cannot get up to use the bathroom or fetch a glass of water. During those

20 minutes, you must sit at your desk and not move, and you can either write or

stare into space. Usually you end up writing, you’re so bored, and usually you’ll

go beyond 20 minutes. When the timer rings, you can do whatever you want, but

once you set it again, you’ve got to stay put.

The Collective seems rooted in the theme of camaraderie, and what it
means to have a community to learn and grow from. What’s been the
most memorable criticism you’ve ever gotten for your work from
your peers?

My writer friends are very supportive. That’s not to say they softball their

criticism. Somewhere along the way, I learned that it’s best to trade manuscripts

with people who are at similar points in your careers. When someone is above or

below you, weird personal agendas can intrude. But it’s so important to have

other writers and artists around you. No one else can really understand what the

hell you’re trying to do with your life.

The most memorable criticism I’ve ever received was from a well-respected

editor who was then at W. W. Norton (ironically the eventual publisher of all my

books). That novella, “Yellow” -- I sent it to her when I was in my early thirties,

and she said she thought I hadn’t found my voice yet and maybe I wasn’t cut out

to be a writer. It took me about five years to get over that comment.

Of your four books, which has been the most personal? The most
difficult to write?
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Oh, definitely this one. It’s not exactly autobiographical, except for some of the

narrator’s romantic debacles, but it’s very personal to me, delving into all the

doubts I’d had as an aspiring writer. I came very close to quitting several times.

At one point, I was getting applications to grad programs in psychology, thinking

I should become a therapist or counselor and stop chasing this quixotic dream of

becoming a writer. No one was trying to convince me otherwise.

The challenge is different now. I think once you’re published, each new book

becomes more difficult, mostly because you’re reflecting on disappointments:

you never hit the big time, your books aren’t selling, you’re not getting awards,

no one loves you. Being a midlist writer is the most tenuous position in

publishing these days. Trying to sell your third or fourth or fifth book is infinitely

harder than selling a debut. So there’s a lot at stake. You question why you’re

writing, what you’re trying to accomplish as a writer. But eventually you have to

say fuck it, I’m going to return to the purity of my original vision and write what

I’m moved to write, and if no one wants to read it, so be it.

Who are you reading now and who inspires you?

I’ve been reading some short novels, since that’s what I’m planning to do with my

next book: Train Dreams (http://www.amazon.com/Train-Dreams-Novella-Denis-Johnson

/dp/1250007658/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342122957&sr=1-1&keywords=train+dreams

/hyphenmagazin-20) by Denis Johnson and Running Away (http://www.amazon.com/Running-

Away-Netherlandic-Belgian-Literature/dp/156478567X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342122994&sr=1-1&

keywords=running+away+jean/hyphenmagazin-20) by Jean-Philippe Toussaint. But what’s

inspiring me most is alt-folk indie music (because I’m thinking of having a

singer-songwriter as a character): Ryan Adams and his old band, Whiskeytown,

Damien Jurado, Iron & Wine, Sun Kil Moon. During the writing of The

Collective, during the most crucial part of the first draft, I played five albums by

Clem Snide in continuous rotation. That band saved my life.

Don Lee will participate in a “salon-style multimedia show-and-tell” and share

his writing process for The Collective at the Asian American Writers' Workshop

on Thursday, July 26 (http://aaww.org/curation/bricolage-journeys-of-recovery/).

***

Joyce Chen is a second-generation Taiwanese American journalist and current
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multimedia editor at the New York Daily News, where she covers viral videos,
recaps "The Bachelorette" and wades her way through all things entertainment
and gossip - with tongue firmly in cheek, of course. She originally hails from
Cerritos, Calif. and graduated with degrees in print journalism and psychology
from the University of Southern California, where she was previously the
editor-in-chief of the Daily Trojan. Her writings have been published in People
magazine, Los Angeles magazine and the Los Angeles Daily News.

Original URL:
http://www.hyphenmagazine.com/blog/archive/2012/07/interview-author-don-lee
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Q&A with Don Lee
Posted on May 29, 2013 by BLOOM Leave a comment

by Terry Hong

With his eyes and body still “bleary from post-windsurfing and traveling,”

Don Lee nonetheless graciously agrees to be grilled yet again – we’re going

on a decade-plus of various interviews through four books! He’s tired, he’s

rambling, but he’s always entertaining … and once more he’s game to talk

about all manner of things, from writing and ethnicity, to blooming late and

Eeyore-style lamentations.

Terry Hong: With all that literary editing, mentoring, teaching, how come you

didn’t publish until you were 41?

 Don Lee: Oh, I could give you all kinds of excuses:

that I was busy with Ploughshares (true), that each

short story took me a long time to write (very true),

that I never really planned or wanted to publish a

book (sort of true), that I was happy writing stories

once a year or so and getting them into journals

(almost true), but frankly, the real reason was that I

was scared shitless. I think unconsciously I didn’t

want to lay it all out on the line and try to publish a
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book and then fail. It was easier not to try.

But then I turned 38, and I decided I’d really like to have a book, one book,

before I turned 40. I didn’t want to end up thinking for the rest of my life

about what could have been, and become bitter. So I wrote two new stories,

revised a bunch of old stories to form a collection, and set about finding an

agent to represent me, all of which took over a year and a half. Whereas the

goal originally (and unrealistically) had been to publish a book by the time I

turned 40, the new goal became to sell the book by then, and I did: W. W.

Norton offered me a book contract the week I turned 40, and Yellow was

published the following year [in 2001].

TH: Okay, so what prompted you to write that first story? And how did that

first story eventually morph into the determination to become a writer for

real?

DL: Unlike many authors, I

didn’t know I wanted to be

a writer at 7 years old or

whatnot. I didn’t know

what I’d do with my life. I

was, however, a tinkerer

as a kid. I would take

apart things, make things.

My bedroom was

scattered with detritus

—tools, wires, glue, balsa wood, batteries, a soldering iron, capacitors,

motors, model cars and planes. When it came time to go to college, my

quixotic plan was to get my mechanical engineering degree and then a Ph.D.

in physical oceanography and build and pilot underwater submersibles (I

watched a lot of Jacques Cousteau as a kid). I was a dreamer. I didn’t write

a short story until my sophomore year at UCLA, after a comp teacher told

me I had a flair for words and might enjoy taking a creative writing class.

TH: And now four books—and oh so many awards!!—later, are you still

scared shitless? Or are you finally resting a bit on your laurels?

DL: Naw, I’m still a tortured soul who never allows himself to feel good about

his accomplishments, who doesn’t really believe he’s accomplished

anything. And yes, each time I start another book, I am petrified that I won’t

be able to pull it off and finish it, and if I can, that I won’t be able to sell it,

and if I can, that no one will like it. Why do I keep doing it, then? Because it’s FollowFollow
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a challenge, and I’m compelled to do it, and I love being inside the process

of writing a novel, of thinking about it all the time and figuring out structure

and motifs and themes and connections. In a way, I’m still a tinkerer, building

things with words.

TH: So you’ve done short stories, a mystery, dysfunctional family comedy,

and an epic bildungsroman. We know how Yellow came to be … how about

Country of Origin?

DL: Given my background [of international moves], I was fascinated by the

milieu of foreign service officers and expatriates. Originally, I was going to

write a story only about Tom, the hapa junior foreign service officer. But while

I had a situation, I didn’t have a plot to drive the story forward. The

breakthrough came when I heard about a young Englishwoman who went

missing, who had been a hostess in Tokyo. And I knew from my past that

one of the duties of a vice consul in consular services is to take care of the

welfare and whereabouts of their citizens. So then I had my story.

TH: … and Wrack and Ruin?

DL: After all the research I did for Country of Origin, I wanted to do

something simpler, and going back to Rosarita Bay seemed simple to me at

the time, since I’d made up the town. But I ended up doing quite a bit of

research on various topics anyway for that book, especially about organic

farming. I read somewhere that only three things grow in that area of

California: artichokes, pumpkins, and Brussels sprouts. I loved the idea of

someone growing Brussels sprouts—the one vegetable most everyone

hates. The novel took off from there.

TH: … and, of course, The Collective?

DL: The book arose from a false start. The original novel I’d planned was

going to be called Every Now and Then, and it was going to be in first

person, narrated by a suicidal, drug-addicted, female Korean American poet

amputee in a wheelchair who’s stalking her Cambridge neighbor. I told this

to the sales director at Norton, and I could see his face fall in abject horror

with the mere idea that he might have been asked to try to sell a book like

that. But obviously I ended up dumping that particular novel, an agonizing

decision for me at the time, since I was pretty far into it. I just wasn’t feeling

it, though. I had been fighting it all the way. I knew I had a structurally sound

idea for a book, but I finally decided it wasn’t a novel I wanted to write.
FollowFollow
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So I started from scratch again. The only thing that survived from Every Now

and Then was the poet’s suicide attempt, which became the opening of The

Collective, in which Joshua successfully kills himself in the same manner.

(Four writers I knew, not close friends but acquaintances, killed themselves

within a year and a half, and obviously that had an effect on me.) But what

impelled me this time around was the thought of friendships, how they form

and wane, the memory of all these great friends—all writers and artists—I’d

had in my 20s and 30s in Cambridge. I missed those friends, I missed

Cambridge, and I wanted to write a love letter to that period of my life, to all

the starving artists I’d known.

TH: In The Collective, Militant Joshua who won’t let you ignore race in the

creation of art, and Esther believes ethnicity shouldn’t be the determining

factor of artistic expression—so whose “side” are you on?

DL: I side more with Esther, although you wouldn’t

think so reading the novel. But you know, I go back

and forth on the issue of focusing on race as a

subject, as you can see from my books. Sometimes I

address it full on, sometimes hardly at all. In a way,

Wrack and Ruin might have been a reaction to some

of the questions I was asked when promoting

Country of Origin. To wit: one interviewer asked me

why I thought Koreans as an immigrant group

seemed to do better economically in the U.S. than

other groups. That was bizarre to me. I mean, Country of Origin wasn’t even

set in the U.S.; it takes place in Tokyo in 1980. How, then, did I become a

socioeconomist specializing in U.S. immigration? I felt very uncomfortable

being put in that position, being asked to speak as an expert on all things

Asian American.

The Collective became a debate with myself about the issue, and the debate

manifested itself through my characters, who ask: Do Asian American artists

always have to have race as their primary subject? Do they always have to

make their characters Asian American? Would it be race betrayal if they

don’t? Doesn’t limiting yourself to the issue of race ghettoize yourself, or

even perpetuate stereotypes?

My answers: No. No. No. Maybe. And I’ll also say that this will likely be the

last time I address race so explicitly in a book. I think I’m done with it.

What’s different in The Collective, I think, is that the external incidents don’t FollowFollow
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matter as much as how the characters react to them. (That sounds facile. All

fiction should do that.) But the book’s less about racism and more about

how Asian Americans wrestle with internal obligations about race.

TH: While you’ve said over and over again that The Collective is NOT

autobiographical, the narrator Eric Cho and you have quite a few overlaps …

not to mention this is the first book written in first person. So why the first

person this time? And, of course, you’ll have to ‘fess up to what’s ‘real’ …

DL: I had never written any fiction—not even a short story—in first person

before. That was the challenge I posed for myself with The Collective. With

each book, I try to do something very different, both technically and tonally,

which is not, actually, a good career move for a writer. It’s easier on everyone

—booksellers, publishers, readers, agents, reviewers—if your books follow a

somewhat familiar trajectory. It’s confusing to people if you don’t, I’ve

learned.

There are quite a few autobiographical elements in the book, but not as

many as you may think. I’ll say this, though: this is my most personal book

yet. A lot of what these characters feel, I have felt acutely at various points of

my life. But most of the main actions or events in the book are made up.

TH: How different was putting together book one, Yellow, with finishing up

book four, The Collective?

DL: There’s a big difference between being a debut writer and a midlist

writer. With your debut, everything is new and exciting. With your fourth

book, you’ve been through it all before, and although you (and your editor)

still hope it’ll be a breakout novel, you know that the chances of that

happening at this stage of your career are slim. All you want is for it to find a

few appreciative readers and for it to do well enough so you can sell your

next book.

TH: I’ve been told by more than a few writers that naming a favorite book is

like choosing a favorite child. But since you don’t have any kiddies, I’m

gonna risk asking you—do you have a favorite among your books?

DL: I haven’t reread any of my books except for Yellow, which I was forced

to do to answer some specific questions for a couple of interviews, and also

to refamiliarize myself with the setting, since I was going to use it in Wrack

and Ruin. I’d say that Wrack and Ruin is probably my favorite, because I had

so much fun writing it. Technically, too, it’s my most complicated book (albeit FollowFollow
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deceptively so), with long chapters without space-breaks that run in

concurrent time between the two brothers’ points of view.

TH: Well, I was planning to let it go, but since you

brought up Wrack and Ruin again, I have to

ask—Brussels sprouts? Did you eat them by the

bushel-full while doing your organic research?

Love ’em or hate ’em?

DL: To be honest, I like them, but don’t love them.

Hard to cook well. For research, first I visited a

little organic farm outside of Boston, trying to

interview the farm manager, and he was being a bit

pissy and close-mouthed until I found out he was a surfer and I began

talking about Maverick’s, the big-wave break near Half Moon Bay [California,

the real-life inspiration for Lee’s fictional Rosarita Bay featured in Yellow],

and then he opened up to me. My main source became an old hippie named

Don Murch, a really colorful guy who has a farm in Bolinas [California]. I

talked to him on the phone for hours.

TH: Now that you’ve managed (and so well!) all those different genres, what

can possibly be next?

DL: My next challenge to myself is to write a short novel (a friend of mine

used to refer to her project at the time as SBN, Short Bad Novel, and I

referred to my project then, my first novel, as TFN, The Fucking Novel). I

think there’s a real art to writing something that length, say less than 200

pages, and I don’t know if I’m capable of it. All my novels thus far have been

over 300 pages. The new one’s going to be called Lonesome Lies Before Us.

It’ll be about an alt-country singer-songwriter going on a solo acoustic tour

for his latest (self-released) album, and he’ll be visiting four former

bandmates in various cities. This is going to be my road trip/music book.

The idea came about because I listened continuously to indie singer-

songwriters like Clem Snide and A. A. Bondy and Sun Kil Moon while

writing The Collective. It’s been fun gearing up for it, because I’ve been

relearning guitar by watching YouTube videos.

TH: Has your writing process changed over the last decade-plus?

DL: It changed dramatically between Yellow and writing my first novel. I had

to ditch my old method of eking out each line, seeking perfection. I had to

learn how to write first drafts quickly, not worrying initially about the quality FollowFollow
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of the prose and just trying to lay out the story. Once a first draft is complete,

revising is much easier and faster than you assume. That was the big lesson.

But after Country of Origin, not much has changed, really. I’d say the only

thing that’s different is that now I’m a professor, I have to follow the

academic schedule and really focus on getting my work done during

summers. There’s a lot of pressure to suddenly turn it on and produce once

school is out. Otherwise, I still spend up to a year jotting notes and ideas in a

Moleskine, then writing a sloppy first draft in a year, and then revising for

another year. Or more. People don’t realize how many more revisions you do

even after you sell a book. I was revising The Collective until the last

possible moment, which was with the third-pass proofs, four months before

publication.

TH: Last time we talked, you were about to start your

latest book tour for The Collective. You admitted,

Eeyore style: “I am dreading everything. There’s

nothing I’m looking forward to. Even when things go

well on tours … it’s still awful for someone like me, a

self-flagellating worrywart.… I have felt a doom and

gloom about The Collective for months now.” And

then you won the 2013 Asian/Pacific American Award

for Literature from the Asian Pacific American

Librarians Association, so clearly your “DOOM-

indicator” is a bit off. So was the tour really that bad?

DL: Okay, I’ll confess that the anticipation was worse than the actual

experience. It was a very short tour, as publishers prefer now: just five

readings, and there was a good turnout at each. I did a fair number of the

usual stuff, like radio interviews (for one of them, via phone, I had to sit in a

tiny bathroom for 40 minutes, because I was staying in a loft on an incredibly

noisy street, and it was the only room with a door I could close), but for this

book release, I spent much more time answering Q&As for blogs and online

magazines. That was the big change I saw from my previous tour.

TH: Now that you’re oh-so-established—and having had all those years of

experience on both sides of publishing—what are the top three things you

would want every newbie writer (even if he or she is older than you are!) to

know before going into this sanity-challenging publishing world?

DL: Don’t do it. Ha! No, seriously, I’d say: 1) Once you sell your first book,

your still-aspiring writer friends are going to act weirdly toward you. From

there on out, you should only share your work-in-progress with fellow FollowFollow
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published writers. 2) Don’t get too wrapped up in looking at your sales

ranking on Amazon and your rating on Goodreads, etc. Don’t read every little

review or comment. Don’t Google yourself every five minutes. Tell your

publisher to only alert you about the good shit. Don’t over-promote yourself

on Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, or your website. People will really begin to

resent you if you do. 3) You’re going to experience postpartum depression:

first when you finish and sell your book (because this thing that you’ve been

devoting yourself to for years is finally done, and now what the hell are you

going to do with your life?), and again after the book is published. Yet (don’t

follow my terrible angst-ridden example!) make sure you take pride and

pleasure in your accomplishment. It’s been your lifelong dream to write and

publish a book, and now you have. Very few people are so lucky.

Click here to read Terry Hong’s feature piece on Don Lee.

Terry Hong writes BookDragon, a book review blog for the Smithsonian Asian

Pacific American Center.
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